
 

Zengo
Sunsational

Hand mix cocktails with the 
easy-to-use Smartpack pouch 

or use the Ugolini Granita 
dispenser for delicious 

frozen cocktails
and slush!

simply enjoy

Zengo® 

Sunsational
The real fruit based cocktail-slush mix

Flexible concept for hotel pool bars, leisure and QSR
1 pouch of 1 L makes 4 L of mix

5 flavours
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Frozen slush drinks are a welcome refreshment for guests and customers looking for a 
cool summer drink. With the Smartpack Sunsational concept, Zengo offers operators 
in food service an easy-to-use frozen solution with a real fruity taste. 5 brightly coloured 
flavours make a delicious and attractive looking fruit based slush. With some tequila or rum, 
Sunsational is also easily transformed in a real Margarita or Pina Colada. 
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4 L

 

strawberry blueberry

mango margarita pina colada

simply enjoy

Concept Res. nr. Product name Juice content Mixing ratio Content case RTDL per 
case

Sunsational 120050 Strawberry Cocktail Mix < 50% 1 + 3 15 x 1 L 60 L

Sunsational 120051 Blueberry Cocktail Mix < 50% 1 + 3 15 x 1 L 60 L

Sunsational 120052 Mango Cocktail Mix < 50% 1 + 3 15 x 1 L 60 L

Sunsational 120053 Margarita Cocktail Mix < 50% 1 + 3 15 x 1 L 60 L

Sunsational 120054 Pina Colada Cocktail Mix < 50% 1 + 3 15 x 1 L 60 L

Zengo® Sunsational

Storage: frozen
Operator friendly: easy to use handmix concept
Flexible: the Smartpack pouch is your storage for 
concentrate + mixing bag + storage for RTD juice
Long shelf life: 36 months frozen, 5 days thawed
Sustainable + efficient: in storage and transport

Cocktail and slush presentation
The flexible Smartpack Sunsational is an easy-to-
use hand mix concept. Fill the Smartpack pouch till 
the filling line with water, shake and pour the mix 
in a glass, shaker or carafe. Even more convenient 
is the Ugolini Granita dispenser; make refreshing 
fruity slush drinks or indulge your guests with 
some delicious frozen cocktails! 
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Thaw Fill Shake Serve

4 L


